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NEWSLETTER THE
GREAT RESET
Private Wealth & Family Office Association

The Great Reset
This Newsletter is about the genuine plan
entitled 'The Great Reset', drawn-up by the
World Economic Forum (WEF).

No politicians, economists or social activists
have any real experience to handle
disruptions that are being caused.

This plan explores how countries might
recover from the economic damages caused
by the coronavirus pandemic.

Most of what we were used to doing to make
decisions are no longer relevant.

We, at PWFO, had started our campaign
about educating private individuals on how
to create, protect and grow wealth through
financial literacy long before the pandemichit.
Our mission has now become more pressing
as quality occupations need to be created in
many sectors, especially, among Middle
Management, Sole and Small Practitioners
and SMEs.
Covid-19 has pushed all nations through
crisis management.

Social inequalities, the unfairness of the rich
owning all without much effort, and the
contradictions of multiple messages running
concurrently are becoming harder to fathom.
Depending on where we actually are, we see
the deaths and contaminations as more lives
and livelihoods have suddenly been exposed.
The destruction of our planet continues while
nations continue to fight for territories.
Most of us continue to struggle to try and find
short term solutions, while the big
corporations continue to multiply their
values, irrespective of the sufferings of those
at the bottom of the pyramid.
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The opportunity - After the gloom comes brightness!
PWFO is building a business eco-system with personal
financial literacy and entrepreneurship at its core. The
end result is to create quality occupations for more. The
big players like WEF, UN, ONGS and Governments
determine the future of respective states’ relationships.
At PWFO, we want to stay focused on individuals and
families. In each location, PWFO will identify a local
ambassador who will explain how to stay locationrelevant, using local knowledge and expertise to tackle
specific challenges. We do not intend to just parachute
our courses whereby existing courses will re-built around
the specific needs of the end market.
In this way, we will be able to better honour the dignity of
those we come into contact with, by developing quality
occupations for them.

Recovery, wrote about World
Economic Forum Founder and
Chairman Klaus Schwab in June
2020 into requiring a “‘Great
Resets’ of capitalism. “Act jointly
and swiftly to revamp all aspects
of our societies and economies,
from education to social contracts
and working conditions.
Every country, from the United
States to China, must participate,
and every industry, from oil and
gas to technology, must be
transformed,” he said. And it
demands
“private-sector
engagement every step of the
way.”

To accelerate reaching more individuals and families,
PWFO intends on building partnerships with like-minded
organisations.
The Great Reset

.

PERSONAL
FINANCIAL LITERACY
Private Wealth & Family Office Association

PWFO had identified Personal Financial Literacy, with
entrepreneurship, as a key component to facilitate the
results that are bound to happen with the Great Reset
taking place.

The objectives, among many other challenges, are
reducing carbon emissions and waste, closing the skills
gap, making workplaces more diverse and inclusive,
reducing inequality and promoting wellbeing across their
companies and supply chains.

Can progress be made on everything from all fronts? How
long before the results come through? Well, PWFO wills
its bit and hopes that the Governments and the private
sectors really step up to meet these challenges.

Let us all press the great reset button in our life!

So till next time, Take care!
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PWFO NEWS

1. Research Placement with the Haut Ecole
de Genève
.
The research will focus on Kenya.

Registre du Commerce – République et
Canton de Genève
We are proud to announce the Listing of our Association in
the Registre du Commerce of the République et Canton de
Genève.
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Project-Based Learning Programmes

PWFO 3.0 Practitioner Programme
Financial Literacy 3-13
Financial Literacy 14+
Personal Financial Planning
Financial and Wealth Services Trainer Programme (leading to P-i-L)
Entrepreneurship workshop (being built)
The Wealth Game
Creating your wealth
Support members’ knowledge into on-line products.

We start being cautiously hopeful that the beginning of the end of the Pandemic has
started.
Kind regards
Ayoob Rawat

